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Abstract. Ever-increasing genomic data emphasise a pressing need for
capturing the underlying patterns in gene expression datasets using effi-
cient and precise methods [1]. Machine learning techniques are employed
to gain information from these gene expression data. Clustering aims to
group items into subsets with similar profiles by identifying and grouping
items (genes or conditions) into clusters based on distance and similar-
ity functions [2]. Although traditional clustering algorithms as one-way
clustering methods group observations according to similarities among
all variables at the same time [3]. Some studies elaborate on the fact that
a biological process may be active only under subsets of genes as well as
subsets of samples. Accordingly, a traditional clustering method is not
able to answer critical research questions [4]. Hence it is of paramount
importance to go beyond the traditional clustering prototype and apply
a more adapted technique like the biclustering [5] which simultaneously
clusters the rows and columns of a matrix for sorting heterogeneous data
into homogeneous blocks [6]. Biclustering proves to achieve tremendous
success in revealing potential diagnostic biomarkers and has been com-
monly applied to genomic datasets [7]. Biclustering algorithm namely
Cheng and Church Algorithm (CCA) for the first time introduced bi-
clustering as a new paradigm to simultaneously cluster both genes and
conditions. Since then, many other such algorithms have been published
but mostly compare their works with this algorithm which has been
a foundation and proof-of-concept implementation of biclustering. The
concept of bicluster in this algorithm refers to a subset of genes and a
subset of conditions with a high similarity score, which measures the co-
herence of the genes and conditions in the bicluster. It also returns the
list of biclusters for the given data set.
Moreover, large biomedical studies require the data to be subsequently
shared for joint analysis. Patients’ biomedical data are sensitive and de-
spite the importance of data sharing, it demands caution and patient
privacy due to the inherently private nature of medical data [8]. Recent
efforts have been made to encrypt private and personal genomic data
files and analysis on encrypted data; however, there is a noticeable re-
search gap in the area of processing data by biclustering algorithms that
are privacy-preserved. Homomorphic encryption can provide privacy for
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genomic data by allowing data to remain encrypted even during compu-
tation.
In our work, we proposed a comparative privacy-preserving framework
consisting of the Cheng and Church Algorithm using homomorphic en-
cryption over yeast cell cycle expression as well as synthetic data col-
lections to process gene expression data while keeping private data en-
crypted. We evaluated the resulting biclusters from the aforementioned
biclustering algorithm with the non-encrypted original counterpart in
terms of similarity by external evaluation measures such as Clustering
Error and Campello Soft Index [9] then compare the time performance
of encryption, decryption, and the total amount for the implemented
biclustering algorithm. We applied Pyfhel [11] as a python wrapper for
the Microsoft SEAL library and used BFV [10] as a fully homomor-
phic encryption scheme in our project. Despite proving the applicability
of homomorphic encryption over biclustering algorithms but with some
limitations including finding minimum and maximum values of the en-
crypted data matrix and in particular, branching over conditionals in en-
crypted program flows appears to be less efficient when using Pyfhel then
we instead propose a multi-round interactive execution of the conditional
checking part by involving the data owner. In our recent work, we decided
to benefit from a different fully homomorphic encryption library called
concrete-numpy as a python implementation of CONCRETE (Concrete
Operates oN Ciphertexts Rapidly by Extending TfhE) [12] which is a
Zama’s variant of the TFHE scheme [13] and provides an extensive num-
ber of operations such as programmable bootstrapping to work with ci-
phertexts. Of particular importance is that our method introduces for
the first time a less non-interactive privacy-preserving biclustering algo-
rithm over gene expression data by TFHE fully homomorphic encryption
scheme.
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